
White Wax Scented Candle Scents Available
Mojito, Tropical Melon, Midnight Woods, Citrus Verbena, 

Grapefruit Currant, Sugar Cookie,
Berry Spice, Lava and Revive Men’s Scent. 

Additional candle shown for color reference. 
Price is for single candle. 

NEW FOR 2018!

AVAILABLE 
LEATHER COLORS

TAN

DISTRESSED BROWN

MAHOGANY

SLATE GRAY

BLACK

WHITE

The Serenity Concrete Candle is as comfortable in a 
perfectly curated Instagram grid as it is positioned 

in your urban loft window. Overlooking that awe 
inspiring horizon, surrounded by clean, open spaces, 

it clarifies the mind and heightens the senses. Bet you 
can’t wait to get home... Netflix® take me away.

Here’s to actually being “in the band.” Give the gift to 
memorialize the behind-the-scene moments... Our 

emblazoned Brannigan Leather Wrapped Aluminum 
Flask will be forever remembered like that riff 

from Stairway. For all the times that make up the 
memories of our time. Queue the lights please. 

Choose from 5 domestic, USA Made, leather colors 
and customize to match your company logo to create 

something truly unique. Colors and distress marks 
will vary.

serenity brannigan



Setup Charge: $90(v) | Repeat Setup: $45 (v)  | Production Time: 10 Business Days After Proof Approval. Order and art must be received by 
12:00 PM EST to count as a production day  | *2nd Column Minimum. 

only available for the items listed above
PO must reference PC Code GIFTSOME18 and submitted by 9/14/18.

All items can only ship between
11/1/18 - 12/15/18. 

product as low as
SERENITY - 12oz White Scented Candle in Concrete Jar $19.98  $16.98 (c)

BRANNIGAN - 6oz Leather Wrapped Aluminum Flask in Gift Box $19.98  $16.98 (c)

ADDER - 9 Piece Wooden Word Dice Game in Cotton Bag $9.98  $8.48 (c)

PYTHON - 9 Piece Wooden Food Dice Game in Cotton Bag $9.98  $8.48 (c)

BANDELIER - 10 in 1 Hex Multi-Tool with Bamboo Handle $10.98  $9.33 (c)
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bandelier
We all know this person. He’s the one that always the right 
tool for the job. Turns out that even your most heavily 
laden-friendly-neigborhood-go-to-mcgyvers are sadly 
lacking in the hex department. And If there’s anything more 
frustrating then bringing a phillips screwdriver to a hex 
party, 10 to one it can be fixed with duct tape anyway. Make 
your McGyver a hex hero with the Bandelier. Thank us later.

For all who played hours of their parent’s Scrabble and 
placed a vocabularian beat down on anyone who dared 
meet you at the kitchen table, the Adder 9 Piece Wooden 
Word Dice Game is your next cranial challenge. Bring 
your unabridged dictionary sized word count to bear, roll 
out the nines and fire for effect! It feels good to be the 
high muckamuck.

adder

The Python 9 Piece Food Dice Set is for anyone 
who likes food on an exploratory, “choose your own 

adventure” course meal that will make Jumanji seem 
like a trip to the supermarket. Just don’t be surprised 

if you end up opening a food truck in east Austin or 
creating the next nasty Jelly Belly flavor to join the 

lineup. Don’t say we didn’t warn you. 

python


